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Such statistics were studied extensively in Hajek and Sidak (1967) and Serfling (1980) .
Elementary computations given there show that To ease notational complication somewhat we assume Since fRN converges to Brownian bridge 'tV, a likely "limit" for TN is
Note from Fubini's theorem that (1.10) We write TN=ZN whenever TN -Z.V a ois true.
\Ve will now be more specific about the convergence of fRN to 'tV. Let I denote the identity function. and let f~== sup{ t): a S t S b}. It is shown in Shorack (1989) that the row independent Uniform (0,1) rvs~.vl,' ... (VN, and the Brownian bridge \V can be constructed on a common probability space in such a way that for any 0 S 1/ < 1 we have: for all~>°there exists Jl e > 0 such that for all A > 0 
(where <po(O) == 0 == <P 1 (0 ) and '70 == 0 == r;~, for clarity in the summations), and with 
n - To apply the results of the previous section. set the first n of the CNi'S equal to and rest to 0 so that the 171 of (1.25 is a normed Bernoulli rv . 
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Then going to subsequences to apply) Corollary 2 to Theorem 1.1 gives (2.14) It is natural to apply this previous example to iid pairs of independent rvs (XNI, CN1), .... (X tv · N , CNN) in which the C.Vi·S are normal (so that '712:: N(O.I) in (1.2.5), or the CNi'S have fourth moments (or just satisfy (1.12)) and the XNi'S are \Vinsorized as done in (2.12 (so that the aNi's are uan in 1.2.5)).
\Ve now prove 2.2 efficiently. :;ow with n of the CNi'S equal to 1 and N -n equal to 0, by first choosing r large enough to make the second term small, and then choosing n large enough (by(2.12» to make the first term small. In (3.12) we used the fact~.
. t"r-t"",
F'£D(wJ that (3.13) asnt:
Then as summarized in Shorack 1990 , from estimates used earlier in S. Csorgo. Haeussler and Mason 1989) and Mason and Shorack 1990 for arbitrary quantile functions.
3.2)
JINr (N-'-l Shorack and Wellner (1986. p. 10) . for example). Now bounded variances and r:« imply means converge. Also
by Fatou's lemma. Thus 3.18) holds. Now the effect of 1 (or even edraws) from an urn of size N is negligi ble as N ---00. Thus -00 < Applying (3.13) and Chung (1974, p. 124 shows that
is a well-defined rv.
Let 1 Then (see Shorack and Wellner (1986. p. 136) , for example) for N m still larger -1r -r>~<~-2VarT,/e -l.r _1<_-2-3 We now turn to consideration of is . Now 3.-1:4) and finite sampling (see Shorack and Wellner (1986. p. 136) , for example) show .N -,. 0
and by combining these reasons if one of i o and jo is finite and the other infinite. Thus conclusion 3,49) shows that (:3.51) by a symmetric argument.
Combining (3.37 (3,40), 3,44, (3,47) and the rv of (1.27) is achieved. -
